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The first vice president to become president on the death of the incumbent, John Tyler

(1790-1862) was derided by critics as "His Accidency." In this biography of the tenth president,

Edward P. Crapol challenges depictions of Tyler as a die-hard advocate of states' rights, limited

government, and a strict interpretation of the Constitution. Instead, he argues, Tyler

manipulated the Constitution to increase the executive power of the presidency. Crapol also

highlights Tyler's faith in America's national destiny and his belief that boundless territorial

expansion would preserve the Union as a slaveholding republic. When Tyler sided with the

Confederacy in 1861, he was branded as America's "traitor" president for having betrayed the

republic he once led.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Most historians have dismissed John Tyler as an inept

failure. In this remarkable study, Crapol, professor emeritus at the College of William and Mary,

argues that Tyler was in fact a terrifically strong president who helped strengthen the executive

branch. Tyler was William Henry Harrison's vice president. Before Harrison's death in 1841,

presidential succession was murky: did the vice president become president, or was he merely

a temporary stand-in until an emergency election could be held? Tyler decisively seized the

office, setting a precedent that is followed to this day (and was codified in 1967 in the 25th

Amendment to the Constitution). Yet Tyler's story, argues Crapol, is ultimately a "tragedy."

Tyler's commitment to territorial expansion, which found its keenest expression in the

annexation of Texas, was driven in part by his contorted thinking about slavery. The to-the-

Virginia-manor-born president believed the contradictions of slavery would be best resolved not

by abolition but by extending it into new territories, thus diffusing the slave population. That

Tyler died a traitor to the Union, just about to assume his seat in the Confederate Congress, is

the final, sad irony. This balanced, fascinating volume will introduce a new generation of

readers to an oft-ignored president. (Oct. 9)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division

of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Review"The best study yet of Tyler's presidency and his important legacies….Any study

of late Jacksonian America must now include Crapol's brilliant study."-Pacific Historical

Review"Crapol is to be congratulated for giving us a concise scholarly discussion of a forgotten

president."— Virginia Magazine"Valuable." -- North Carolina Historical Review"A good book

about an obscure, but important president."-- Nymas Review"A commendable study that

judiciously measures Tyler's qualities and real accomplishments while acknowledging his

personal faults and policy mistakes. . . . A fine study of the enigmatic career of John Tyler."N0

Register of the Kentucky Historical Society --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.ReviewThis superbly researched, engaging account proves that 'His Accidency' has

been poorly served by historical memory, and that John Tyler, however flawed, was a far more

important president than we think. Insistently illuminating and informative, Crapol's John Tyler

represents the 'life-and-times' approach to biography in the best sense of the word, and leaves

one pondering the relevance of history to modern foreign affairs and today's imperial

presidency.--Robert E. May, Purdue University <!--author of Manifest Destiny's Underworld:

Filibustering in Antebellum America-->--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Book Description"This revelatory study adds a welcomed fresh dimension to the history

and historiography of antebellum expansion and diplomacy."--Journal of Southern History--This



text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapThe first vice president to

become president on the death of the incumbent, John Tyler (1790-1862) was derided by

critics as "His Accidency." In this biography of the tenth president, Edward P. Crapol challenges

depictions of Tyler as a die-hard advocate of states' rights, limited government, and a strict

interpretation of the Constitution. Instead, he argues, Tyler manipulated the Constitution to

increase the executive power of the presidency. Crapol also highlights Tyler's faith in America's

national destiny and his belief that boundless territorial expansion would preserve the Union as

a slaveholding republic. When Tyler sided with the Confederacy in 1861, he was branded as

America's "traitor" president for having betrayed the republic he once led. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewThe best study yet of Tyler's presidency and his

important legacies….Any study of late Jacksonian America must now include Crapol's brilliant

study.--Pacific Historical Review--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

Back CoverThe first vice president to become president on the death of the incumbent, John

Tyler (1790-1862) was derided by critics as "His Accidency." In this biography of the tenth

president, Edward P. Crapol challenges depictions of Tyler as a die-hard advocate of states'

rights, limited government, and a strict interpretation of the Constitution. Instead, he argues,

Tyler manipulated the Constitution to increase the executive power of the presidency. Crapol

also highlights Tyler's faith in America's national destiny and his belief that boundless territorial

expansion would preserve the Union as a slaveholding republic. When Tyler sided with the

Confederacy in 1861, he was branded as America's "traitor" president for having betrayed the

republic he once led. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorEdward P. Crapol is William E. Pullen Professor of American History, Emeritus, at the

College of William and Mary. He is author of James G. Blaine: Architect of Empire and editor of

Women and American Foreign Policy: Lobbyists, Critics, and Insiders. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Praise for John Tyler, the Accidental President“This revelatory study adds a welcomed fresh

dimension to the history and historiography of antebellum expansion and diplomacy.”—Journal

of Southern History“In this remarkable study, Crapol . . . argues that Tyler was in fact a

terrifically strong president who helped strengthen the executive branch. . . . This balanced,

fascinating volume will introduce a new generation of readers to an oft-ignored president.”—

Publishers Weekly, starred review“Written clearly and concisely. . . . Provides a superb

examination of Tyler’s life and the legacies of his foreign policy initiatives.”—Virginia

Quarterly“The best study yet of Tyler’s presidency and his important legacies.”—Pacific

Historical Review“A fascinating and comprehensive study.”—Washington Times“[John Tyler,

the Accidental President] is important in crediting Tyler with the ways in which he imbued the

presidency and American expansion with greater power. . . . Highly recommended.”—Library

Journal, starred review“Well researched and well written, this fine volume adds to the growing

literature on John Tyler, successfully linking his republican views with slavery, expansion, and

national destiny.”—Journal of American History“A worthy contribution to the study of the Tyler

presidency and a skillful look at politics in the United States leading up to the Civil War. . . . A

subtle blend of biography with presidential history.”—The Historian“A masterful and mostly

sympathetic study of the 10th president. . . . A fascinating and lively read.”—Virginian Pilot“A

commendable study that judiciously measures Tyler’s qualities and real accomplishments while

acknowledging his personal faults and policy mistakes. . . . A fine study of the enigmatic career

of John Tyler.”—Register of the Kentucky Historical Society“[A] well-written, enlightening

biography. . . . A balanced view of a neglected U.S. President.”—Choice“Crapol is to be

congratulated for giving us a concise scholarly discussion of a forgotten president.”—Virginia

MagazineJOHN TYLER the Accidental PresidentJOHN TYLERthe Accidental

PresidentEdward P. CrapolWith a New Foreword by the AuthorTHE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH

CAROLINA PRESSCHAPEL HILL© 2006 The University of North Carolina PressForeword ©

2012 The University of North Carolina PressAll rights reservedThis book was published with

the assistance of the William R. Kenan Jr. Fund of the University of North Carolina

Press.Designed and typeset in Bodoni Book and Torinoby Eric M. BrooksManufactured in the

United States of AmericaThe paper in this book meets the guidelines forpermanence and

durability of the Committee onProduction Guidelines for Book Longevity of theCouncil on

Library Resources.The University of North Carolina Press has been a member of the Green

Press Initiative since 2003.The Library of Congress has cataloged the original editionof this

book as follows:Crapol, Edward P.John Tyler, the accidental president / by Edward P.

Crapol. p. cm.Includes bibliographical references and index.1. Tyler, John, 1790–1862. 2.

Presidents—UnitedStates—Biography. 3. United States—Politics andgovernment—1841–1845.

I. Title.E397.C73 2006973.5 2092—dc22 2005037963978-0-8078-7223-9 (pbk.: alk. paper)16 15

14 13 12 5 4 3 2 1For my grandchildrenCONTENTSForewordIntroduction1 Forewarned,

Forearmed2 Visions of National Destiny3 Defending Slavery4 Avoiding War & Preserving

Peace5 Pacific Visions6 Texas7 Retirement & SecessionConclusion: Precedents &

LegaciesNotesBibliographyAcknowledgmentsIndexMAP & ILLUSTRATIONSMapThe United

States in 1840 24IllustrationsDeath mask of John Tyler xiiiTippecanoe Log Cabin, Buffalo, New

York 19John Tyler, Governor of Virginia 40Timoteo Haalilio 148Timoteo Haalilio and William

Richards 150Pencil Sketch of Sherwood Forest 251Proposed Meeting of Ex-Presidents 263Let

It Be Ever Thus with Traitors 274Bookplate, Life of John Tyler 276FOREWORDWriting a

biography is a perilous endeavor. This is especially true if the subject has been dead for a



century or more and the documentation of his life has been scattered to the four winds or

consumed in the flames of civil strife. Even when extensive evidence about the person under

scrutiny is available, that individual remains elusive and to a certain degree unknowable. There

is no such thing as a definitive biography, and my biography of John Tyler is no exception to

that rule. Since the publication of the cloth edition in 2006, I have uncovered additional

materials and documentation that shed new light on the tenth president and his career after

leaving the White House. This important historical information helps clarify John Tyler’s

secessionist beliefs and the Tyler family’s allegiance to the Confederacy, resolves to some

degree the legacy of his treason to the United States, and places him alongside his mentor

Thomas Jefferson as an early proponent and defender of the American principle of religious

freedom. I welcome the opportunity to present some of this information in this foreword to the

paperback edition.I shall begin with the events and circumstances surrounding John Tyler’s

death 150 years ago. Two ex-presidents of the United States died in 1862 during the second

year of the Civil War. One, Martin Van Buren of New York, the eighth president, died in late July

and was honored by the Lincoln administration with a presidential announcement that the

event of his death “will occasion mourning in the nation for the loss of a citizen and a public

servant whose memory will be gratefully cherished.” The administration also ordered the

“national flag . . . displayed at half-staff.” In contrast, the death six months earlier of John Tyler

of Virginia, the nation’s tenth president, went unnoticed and was met with total silence by the

United States government. Tyler’s death was not acknowledged, nor was Tyler memorialized in

a presidential proclamation because he had betrayed the nation he once led by supporting and

serving the Confederate States of America. He is the sole former U.S. chief executive who at

the time of his death was a citizen of another country—and not just any country, but an enemy

nation at war with the American republic.1The patriotic fury directed against traitors such as

John Tyler remained red hot throughout the Union during the Civil War. One case in point was

the deliberate desecration of John Tyler’s death mask by vengeful Union soldiers. Creating a

plaster mask of the deceased was a common funeral ritual for esteemed public figures in the

nineteenth century. In accordance with that practice, a day or so after his death on January 18,

1862, a memorial mask was molded of ex-president Tyler. Two years later, when Federal troops

sacked Sherwood Forest, Tyler’s plantation on the north bank of the James River, they

shattered the death mask, probably by hurling it to the floor. Sometime later fragments of the

mask were retrieved by members of the Tyler household. About half of the death mask was

restored and acquired in 2010 by the Virginia Historical Society. The death mask now resides

in the society’s collections—mute testimony to the passions generated 150 years ago during

our nation’s bitterly fought internecine conflict.I also have learned more about Tyler’s decision

to support secession and the Confederacy. For seventy years of his life John Tyler had been a

dedicated and unswerving Unionist, but in his seventy-first year he unequivocally put his heart

and soul into the Confederate cause. On the surface Tyler’s quick shedding of his American

identity and conversion from Unionist to Confederate is quite startling. Perhaps equally

amazing was the rapid transfer of loyalties from U.S.A. to C.S.A. that swept through his entire

family.I am now convinced that John Tyler’s apostasy and the turnabout in his loyalties did not

occur overnight or appear mysteriously out of the blue. Tyler had been leaning in a secessionist

direction for some months prior to Lincoln’s victory in the 1860 election. While spending

summers in the late 1850s at Villa Margaret, his retreat on the water in Hampton, Virginia, Tyler

befriended his young neighbor, James Barron Hope. A regional poet and writer who read a

commemorative poem and shared the dais with Tyler in 1857 at the 250th anniversary of

Jamestown’s founding, Hope was a Virginia facsimile of a South Carolina “fire-eater” who



believed secession and a breakup of the Union were inevitable. Tyler may have been more

circumspect publicly about the future of the United States than his firebrand neighbor, but they

nonetheless bonded intellectually and politically based on their love of literature and a shared

commitment to southern rights.In July 1860 ex-president Tyler was in attendance when Hope

delivered an address at the Hampton Military Academy. Hope acknowledged Tyler’s presence

and thanked him for his public service, specifically for his vote against the Missouri

Compromise’s restrictions on the expansion of slavery and his role in securing the annexation

of Texas. Hope then used the occasion to warn his audience that a violent clash between North

and South—“the contest between centralized power and local liberties”—was fast approaching.

Months before Lincoln’s election and the ensuing secession crisis, Hope predicted that “this old

Commonwealth will be called on to take her place as the flagship of the Southern Fleet.” Much

given to hyperbole, he also implored his listeners to stand “in defense of our rights, though the

best blood of our bosoms should run red in the scuppers.” His friend’s intemperate purple

prose aside, Tyler increasingly shared Hope’s forebodings about the impending contest

between North and South, between “centralized power and local liberties.”2Death mask of

John Tyler. Virginia Historical Society (1976.10).Over the winter of the secession crisis, Tyler

and Hope corresponded about what they thought Virginia’s course of action should be amid

this sectional turmoil. In January 1861 Tyler alerted Hope that “my friends from many quarters

are at me to publish my views on the present great crisis. They are prepared and I send them

to Richmond today—without sending them to you in advance.” In his letter to the Richmond

Enquirer Tyler outlined his proposal for a meeting of border states to seek a solution to the

crisis that would preserve the Union. Public reaction to Tyler’s call for a peace conference was

mixed, especially among many northern Republicans who were suspicious of his motives and

doubted his loyalty to the United States. One staunch Virginia Unionist, John Minor Botts, a

longtime Tyler nemesis—as a Whig member of the House of Representatives he had

unsuccessfully pushed for Tyler’s impeachment—claimed that the ex-president’s peace

conference initiative was a sham. The former congressman labeled Tyler’s proposals

“pretended efforts” and charged him with having been a secessionist all along.3Despite the

misgivings of Tyler’s critics, a peace conference was convened in Washington in February

1861. I no longer believe Tyler was sincere in his efforts to preserve the Union at the

Washington conference. In my view Botts was correct in his charge that Tyler from very early

on had been a closet secessionist. His nurturing relationship with James Barron Hope revealed

his secessionist sympathies, as did a little noticed statement in his letter to the Richmond

Enquirer. Weighing the options available to his home state at a time when the lower South

states had already seceded or were in the process of doing so, Tyler echoed his protégé’s

main contention about Virginia’s future, by asserting, “Her destiny for good or evil is with the

South.” That destiny was the calamitous course of action Tyler chose in April 1861 when he

voted for Virginia’s secession from the Union.In my continuing research I discovered that John

Tyler’s enthusiasm for the Confederate cause was contagious: it infected virtually his entire

family, and most Tyler males readily flocked to the colors. I believe the extended Tyler clan was

among the leading and perhaps most prominent families willing to put their lives on the line for

the Confederacy. His wife Julia, a native New Yorker derided by Unionists in her home state as

“Her Secession Ladyship,” was rabid for the cause, as were most of John Tyler’s sons and

daughters, their spouses, and several grandchildren.There are numerous examples of the

depth of the Tyler family’s loyalty to the Confederacy. Two sons by Tyler’s first marriage were

bureaucrats in the Jefferson Davis administration. John Tyler Jr. held the rank of major in the

army and served as assistant to the secretary of war; Robert Tyler was register of the



Confederate treasury. A third son by that marriage, Tazewell Tyler, was a surgeon in the

Confederate army.Two younger sons by Tyler’s second marriage, David Gardiner Tyler and

John Alexander Tyler, were teenage Confederate soldiers who saw combat in the late stages of

the war. Both were captured at Appomattox with General Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern

Virginia. In a recent visit to the Appomattox Court House National Historical Park I found their

names in the parole book, which signified that they were released and granted “permission to

go home and there remain undisturbed.” Rather than live under the rule of the hated Yankees,

Gardie and Alex, as they were known to family members, chose to go into exile in Germany for

several years to pursue their university education.I now more fully appreciate the audacity of

John Tyler’s nineteen-year-old granddaughter, Letitia Tyler, who had been born in the White

House during his presidency, in being the first to raise the new Confederate flag, the Stars and

Bars, at the March 4, 1861, dedication ceremonies in the capital of the Confederacy,

Montgomery, Alabama. Although the Montgomery ritual was delayed by a few hours and did

not occur until 3:30 p.m., Letitia Tyler’s flag raising gesture originally had been scheduled to

take place at the precise moment of Abraham Lincoln’s presidential inauguration in

Washington, D.C.4Another Tyler grandchild, Robert Tyler Jones of Charles City County,

Virginia, served in the 53rd Virginia Infantry. He fought at Gettysburg and during Pickett’s

Charge carried the colors for his company after two earlier color-bearers had fallen. Jones was

wounded twice near the stone wall during the deepest penetration of the Union lines on July 3,

1863—what many have considered the symbolic high-water mark of the Confederacy. For his

heroism at Gettysburg, Robert Tyler Jones was promoted to color sergeant and cited for

“conspicuous gallantry.” He too was captured at Appomattox when Lee surrendered. Jones

also is listed in the parole book and was released to return to his home in Charles City

County.5Among Tyler’s kin, perhaps the most diehard rebel was his son-in-law, James A.

Semple. Semple resigned his commission in the United States Navy and immediately signed

on as paymaster in the Confederate States Navy. At the end of the war he was in Jefferson

Davis’s entourage that fled Richmond, purportedly with what gold remained in the Confederate

treasury. After Davis’s capture by Federal troops, Semple went underground, hiding out for a

time in the Okefenokee Swamp along the Georgia-Florida border, intending to resurface and

use the gold to continue the struggle. Fond of cloak-and-dagger intrigues, Semple worked

between New York and Montreal, Canada, where, so the story goes, he funneled Confederate

gold to the Fenians and other Irish nationalists who sought to recruit an army to liberate their

homeland from British rule. Semple’s fantasy was that such un-neutral recruiting activity by

Irish sympathizers in the United States would provoke Great Britain to retaliate and an ensuing

Anglo-American war would allow the South to rise again.6It is clear that John Tyler and his

extended family seceded from the Union and fought for the independence of their new nation

with dash and élan. None other than the former president of the Confederacy, Jefferson Davis,

attested to the Tyler clan’s loyalty and sacrifice for the cause. “I was warmly attached to your

father,” Davis told Lyon G. Tyler, “and have not failed to remember the gallantry and devotion of

his sons in defense of the South worthy of their lineage.”7At the time of his death, John Tyler

had been totally committed to the Confederacy. During the Civil War and in the immediate

postwar years he was persona non grata among dedicated Unionists. Yet, as I delved into the

legacy of his disloyalty, I was mildly surprised to learn that the stigma of John Tyler’s treason

disappeared within a decade or so and was all but forgotten by the time his widow was given a

federal pension. The 1881 assassination of President James A. Garfield had generated public

sympathy for Mrs. Garfield and the other surviving presidential widows. Consequently, the

following year Mrs. John Tyler was awarded a generous $5,000 annual pension by the United



States government. As far as I can determine, John Tyler’s disloyalty may not have been

explicitly forgiven but the question of his treason became a nonissue, tacitly removed by the

magnanimous actions of the U.S. Congress. In the matter of John Tyler, the United States

appeared willing to let bygones be bygones.8It also became apparent to me that after the odor

of treason was removed, Mrs. Tyler and her son Lyon G. Tyler became the chief guardians and

executors of John Tyler’s historical legacy. Lyon was the instigator. Unhappy with his career

prospects in Memphis, he wrote his mother seeking her financial backing for his “plan of setting

up in Richmond next Fall” to compile a memoir of his father and “publish Pa’s speeches.” He

would become “a person of consequence” in Virginia, Lyon assured his mother because “I am

known, you are known & Richmond is Pa’s resting place.” Not only would the memoir elevate

John Tyler’s reputation, it would elevate the status of the entire family. “The publication of such

a work in my name,” Lyon continued, “would . . . have a good effect” and “would increase our

importance.” He summed up his appeal to his mother with this guilt-tripping clincher: “We would

then feel we had done our duty.”Julia G. Tyler did her duty to her husband’s memory. She

brought Lyon and his young wife to Richmond, where he would complete and publish a

multivolume memoir of John Tyler entitled The Letters and Times of the Tylers. It was not,

strictly speaking, a scholarly biography but rather a muddled tome of unqualified praise for his

father and the Tyler family, distinguished by the author’s selective use of historical evidence

and biased analysis.9For five decades the son continued to do his duty. Until his death in 1935,

Lyon G. Tyler sought nothing less than a complete rehabilitation of his father’s historical legacy

and recognition of his prominence as an American president. I was not surprised to learn

through my ongoing research that restoring John Tyler’s reputation would not, however, be an

easy task. Lyon G. Tyler realized this unpleasant fact early on when another young historian,

Theodore Roosevelt, published a biography of Senator Thomas Hart Benton, a political foe of

John Tyler in the 1840s. In analyzing Tyler’s presidency and statesmanship, Roosevelt was

devastating in his characterization of the tenth president, introducing his lengthy critique with

the observation, “He has been called a mediocre man, but that is unwarranted flattery. He was

a politician of monumental littleness.” Tyler fired off a letter to Roosevelt complaining that his

scurrilous attack was unjustified. Roosevelt apparently was unmoved, and there is no record

that he apologized for his excoriation of John Tyler. This encounter with Roosevelt was

indicative of the task that lay ahead for Lyon Tyler—his goal of totally restoring his father’s

historical legacy proved elusive.10I discovered at least one highlight in Lyon G. Tyler’s crusade

to burnish his father’s tarnished reputation. Fifty years after the end of the Civil War, a federally

funded monument was unveiled at John Tyler’s unmarked grave in Richmond’s Hollywood

Cemetery. Lyon Tyler had been instrumental in a lobbying campaign urging a congressional

appropriation for the project. An elaborate ceremony on October 12, 1915, marked the

dedication of the Tyler monument. Some 2,000 people, including a number of prominent

national dignitaries, attended the day’s events, which began with a parade from Richmond’s

Capitol Square to the gravesite. Mrs. Pearl Tyler Ellis, Lyon’s sister and President Tyler’s only

surviving daughter, had the honor of unveiling the monument. Other Tyler family members were

in attendance, and “great honor was paid to them.”11The significance of the dedication

ceremony was not lost on the Richmond press. City newspapers in the former capital of the

Confederacy emphasized the themes for the day—exoneration for John Tyler, remembrance of

his service to the nation and Virginia, and, of equal importance, the reconciliation and reuniting

of the North and South on the fiftieth anniversary of Union victory and Confederate defeat.

Headlines proclaimed that “Many Pay Tribute to Tyler’s Memory” and hailed the event as the

“First National Recognition of One who Left the Union to Join Confederacy.” No doubt Lyon G.



Tyler took great satisfaction in this overdue public recognition of his “Pa.” He also must have

been overjoyed that in the eyes of the federal government the issue of John Tyler’s treason was

put to rest, never to be broached again.12One other new bit of information, unknown to me at

the time this book was first published, casts the tenth president in a new light by revealing John

Tyler’s unequivocal endorsement of the principle of religious freedom and the separation of

church and state. In 1843 Joseph Simpson, a prominent member of the Jewish community in

Baltimore, wrote to President Tyler expressing his concern that the commanding general of the

U.S. Army, Winfield Scott, would soon preside at an upcoming Christian missionary

conference. In a letter dated July 10, 1843, Tyler addressed Simpson’s concerns. After

assuring him that General Scott was acting as a private citizen and not as a representative of

the U.S. government, Tyler said: “The United States have adventured upon a great and noble

experiment, which is believed to have been hazarded in the absence of all previous precedent

—that of total separation of Church and State. No religious establishment by law exists among

us. The conscience is left free from all restraint and each is permitted to worship his Maker

after his own judgment.”Tyler’s definition of religious freedom was inclusive and meant

tolerance not only for the various sects of Christianity but acceptance as well of all the world’s

religions, including Judaism, Islam, and Hinduism. As he explained to Simpson, “The Hebrew

persecuted and down trodden in other regions takes up his abode among us with none to

make him afraid.” “The Mohammedan, if he were to come among us,” Tyler elaborated, “would

have the privilege guaranteed to him by the constitution to worship according to the Koran; and

the East Indian might erect a shrine to Brahma if it so pleased him. Such is the spirit of

toleration inculcated by our political institutions.”13The eloquence and clarity of Tyler’s views on

religious freedom and the separation of church and state were a revelation and surprise to me.

In the response to Simpson, President Tyler adhered to the principles enunciated in the

“Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom,” written by his mentor Thomas Jefferson and enacted

into law by the Virginia General Assembly in 1786. John Tyler’s statement on the separation of

church and state is consistent as well with Jefferson’s 1802 letter to the Danbury Baptists, and

to my knowledge is the only expression, public or private, on the American principle of religious

freedom by an antebellum president. The 1843 letter to Simpson has caused me to rethink the

accuracy of my statement in the book’s Introduction that John Tyler never penned any ringing

or memorable lines. I readily concede I was in error.One hundred fifty years after his death

John Tyler the rebel is no longer reviled. He is at best ignored and cast off as one of the

nation’s poorest presidents, who began as an accident and ended his career as a traitor. As

this book demonstrates, however, and to paraphrase one reviewer’s conclusion, John Tyler

may have been accidental, but in no way was he inconsequential to the course of American
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PresidentIntroductionThe facts of my public life are matters of record, and can neither be

expunged nor altered. The impartial future will see the motive in the act, and the just historian

will look to the good or evil only which will have been developed, and find in the one or the

other cause of censure or of praise. To this ordeal I submit myself without fear.John Tyler,

1847That a fair history of my administration should be written by a competent person is a

matter very near to my heart.John Tyler, 1857John Tyler is not one of the famous or better-

known American presidents. If known at all, it usually is because of the catchy political slogan,

“Tippecanoe and Tyler too,” which was the rallying cry in the 1840 campaign of presidential

candidate William Henry Harrison and his vice-presidential running mate, John Tyler. Perhaps

when questioned, a number of Americans also might know that Tyler was the first vice

president to succeed to the presidency upon the death of the incumbent president. Maybe even

some would also remember from their school days that his opponents mocked Tyler as “His

Accidency,” because of the manner in which he became the nation’s tenth president.His

obscurity has not been for want of historical accounts of his life and career. A decade after his

death, one of Tyler’s good friends and political allies authored a highly laudatory biography of

his long public life intended to salvage the tenth president’s historical reputation. In the late

nineteenth century one of his sons published a three-volume work also designed to burnish

John Tyler’s image in America’s historical memory. More recently, Tyler has been the subject of

several biographies as well as more specialized works that deal with his presidency, his

commitment to republicanism, and his dedication to states’ rights. Competent and just

historians intent on presenting a fair history of Tyler’s life and administration wrote each of

these earlier works.This book too is intended to be a just and fair accounting of John Tyler’s life

and presidency. I appreciate and am guided by Tyler’s clear-eyed “let the chips fall where they

may” attitude and his willingness to accept censure or praise from future historians. I believe

this book meets his criteria and offers a tough analysis of good and evil that seeks to explain

and understand his mindset and actions. John Tyler’s story is, like few others in the national

experience, one of American failure and tragedy, and the degradation of constitutional and

republican principles. It is above all a tragic tale of one man’s blind faith in the belief that

endless territorial and commercial expansion could preserve the institution of slavery and

maintain the Union as a slaveholding republic. As such, it is an exploration of what one of

Tyler’s contemporaries called the “disease” of empire “deep down in the human heart.”Lastly,

because it is focused on the reasons why he believed in the quest for national destiny and

greatness, I hope this book provides a different and fresh historical interpretation of the life of

John Tyler that helps readers better understand his important place in American history. Unlike

any previous Tyler biography or specialized study on some aspect of his public career, this



book presents a full account of his pursuit of national destiny as a means to sustain the Union.

It also provides an original analysis of the tenth president’s ambivalent views on slavery, his

racial outlook, his belief in white supremacy, and his faith in an American exceptionalism.Other

biographers and historians have argued that John Tyler was a hapless and inept chief

executive whose presidency was seriously flawed. Although acknowledging that Tyler was not

a great president, I believe he was a stronger and more effective president than generally

remembered. The book also breaks new ground by emphasizing that not only was John Tyler a

tragic figure, he also was a personification of the great American tragedy that led to bloody civil

war and the loss of over 600,000 American lives. The inability of Tyler and many other

Americans of his generation to reconcile their republican principles with their slaveholding

institutions represented both a personal and a national tragedy. No other biographer has

identified John Tyler’s personal tragedy as being akin to America’s tragedy. For that reason I

think the book provides a key insight into his life and public career that helps explain why John

Tyler is almost totally absent from American memory.It all began very well. John Tyler was born

to wealth and privilege in one of Virginia’s first families. He was raised on a slave plantation as

a member of the political elite and social aristocracy of his state and nation. His father was a

member of the Revolutionary generation and a friend to leading founding fathers, including

Thomas Jefferson. Educated at William and Mary in Bishop James Madison’s school of empire

and national destiny, John Tyler had been groomed to assume as his birthright a career

dedicated to public service and political leadership. He practiced law and was elected to the

Virginia House of Delegates at age twenty-one. He would serve in the U.S. House of

Representatives and as a U.S. Senator. As governor of Virginia in 1826 he presented an

eloquent eulogy upon Thomas Jefferson’s death. Elected vice president in 1840, he assumed

the republic’s highest office when Harrison died the following year. Near the end of his political

career, as a member of the Virginia State Convention, he voted for the Old Dominion’s

secession from the Union. At the time of his death in 1862, John Tyler was a representative-

elect to the Confederate Congress.Contrary to the singularly stern and austere visage that

comes across from his official portraits, Tyler in life was a warm, affectionate, and gracious

man with a keen sense of humor. Tall and slender with an angular face featuring a distinctive

aquiline nose, he relished parties and champagne, dancing the Virginia Reel and playing the

fiddle, and had a robust love of life. He fathered fifteen children, the most of any president, and

had babies on his knee and toddlers underfoot until he was in his late sixties and early

seventies. A master of the self-deprecating quip, Tyler frequently poked fun at himself and

made light of his supposed follies and foibles. For instance, he is said to have named his

James River estate Sherwood Forest because he, like the legendary Robin Hood, was

ostracized by many of his countrymen for being a political renegade and outlaw.At a time in the

nation’s history when public speaking was a highly valued political skill, Tyler was known as an

accomplished orator with a mellifluous voice. On the one extended political excursion of his

presidency to major eastern seaboard cities, he drew huge crowds and displayed that he could

be a charismatic campaigner and popular public figure. Tyler was a prolific writer of letters and

political tracts, and many of his contemporaries believed his prose to be inspiring. At least one

of his political colleagues thought John Tyler’s words touched the soul. Others, however, found

his writing verbose and convoluted, and it is true that he never penned any ringing or

memorable lines that live on like those of Thomas Jefferson or Abraham Lincoln.John Tyler

loved books and had an extensive library—some 1,200 volumes at the time of his death.

Shakespeare was his first love and he frequently quoted the Bard in his correspondence and

public addresses. Tyler read widely, was well versed in the classics and ancient history, and



was familiar with the works of Joseph Addison, Richard Steele, Samuel Johnson, and Lord

Byron. For his bookplate John Tyler chose the motto “Luxuria et egestas commodis cedunt,”

which may be translated as “Wealth and poverty are inferior to what is comfortable.” The motto

would seem to be a statement of the quest for the Epicurean ideal, the golden or happy mean,

and reflected Tyler’s disposition to follow a path of moderation in all things. As a political leader

who helped shape public policy, Tyler avidly read newspapers and journals to keep current on

the issues of the day. His intellectual curiosity led as well to an interest in geography and

discovery, and the advancement of science and technology.Not well traveled beyond the

eastern and midwestern reaches of the United States, John Tyler nonetheless was a vicarious

sojourner who had a cosmopolitan sense of the world and international affairs. A stay-at-home

president, Tyler enjoyed hobnobbing with a wide array of foreign dignitaries at White House

receptions and dinners. With the guidance of Daniel Webster, he held his own in policy

disputes with European statesmen, and on one occasion his unorthodox diplomacy bewildered

Queen Victoria and her prime minister. He entertained the famous English writer Charles

Dickens, who complimented the president on his good manners and regal bearing.Tyler also

met and accommodated a Hawaiian prince who sought American recognition of the

sovereignty and independence of his islands. He traded stories with dashing naval explorers

who brought back exotic artifacts and treasures from the far reaches of the Pacific that became

a prize collection for the Smithsonian Institution. Caleb Cushing, Tyler’s intrepid envoy to China,

returned with America’s first treaty with the Celestial Empire and a gift of two exquisite Chinese

vases that remain in the possession of the Tyler family to the present day.But for all his

worldliness, the Virginian, like most other white Americans of his time, looked upon other

societies through a lens of racial, cultural, and religious superiority. It was axiomatic for Tyler

that lesser races of the world needed the help of advanced Western, Christian peoples to

guide them on the path of spiritual redemption and cultural regeneration. A believer in

American exceptionalism, Tyler thought it was America’s mission to bring the blessing of liberty

to the oppressed and wretched of the earth. In his imagination, Tyler said, “I have seen her

overturning the strong places of despotism, and restoring to man his long-lost rights.” Confident

that his nation’s global mission was divinely ordained, the accidental president identified

himself as an “instrument of Providence.”Early on in his public life John Tyler did confront the

great contradiction between his lofty beliefs in liberty and freedom and the reality of the United

States as a slaveholding society. During the 1819–20 Missouri crisis Tyler recognized that the

issue of the future of slavery in the republic was a looming political thunderhead that

jeopardized national unity and threatened to undercut his hopes for America’s national destiny.

In debate on the Missouri controversy in the House of Representatives, Tyler conceded that

slavery had “been represented on all hands as the dark cloud” hovering over the Union. “It

would be well,” he recommended, “to disperse this cloud.” Tyler’s solution was a further

expansion of slavery and the admission of Missouri as a slave state. He saw territorial

expansion as a way to thin out and diffuse the slave population. With fewer blacks in some of

the older slave states, it might become politically feasible to begin a process of gradual

emancipation in Virginia and other states of the upper South.Tyler’s logic of diffusion was a

tacit admission that the South’s peculiar institution was a fatal anomaly in a republic dedicated

to liberty and justice. And although he knew slavery was an evil, Tyler was unable to take the

next crucial step. He did not enter the fray to abolish slavery. Quite the opposite: he strongly

defended slavery for the remainder of his public life. For all that he had in his favor as a

member of the nation’s political elite, John Tyler nonetheless felt trapped by the slave system

he had inherited from the founding fathers. That system of human bondage dominated the



politics of Virginia and the South.In his remarks during the Missouri crisis, Tyler acknowledged

the trap he was in when he confessed that it would be “an act of political suicide” for him to

become an advocate of universal emancipation. Seeing no way out, Tyler adhered to accepted

southern political rules by defending slavery and promoting its expansion. As his mentor and

idol Thomas Jefferson lamented: “We have the wolf by the ear, and we can neither hold him,

nor safely let him go.” That was Tyler’s and America’s tragedy. Unable in the end to conceive of

an American Union without slavery, Tyler followed the path of disunion and civil war.The

purpose of this book is to explain that tragedy and provide a full understanding of the man and

his life. I believe John Tyler is generally misunderstood as a national leader and underrated as

a president. He may have been a champion of the old South, a defender of states’ rights, and a

spokesman for a strict interpretation of the Constitution. But in the White House Tyler was not

always faithful to those precepts. In the course of his presidency Tyler occasionally trampled on

states’ rights and exercised executive prerogatives that did violence to a strict constructionist

view of the Constitution.Operating on the assumption that the Constitution “never designed that

the executive should be a mere cipher,” Tyler grasped the possibilities of the executive system.

Without hesitation, he exploited the institutional malleability of that executive system to

enhance the power of the presidency. Never the weeping willow of a creature his enemies

loved to mock and deride, President Tyler was a decisive and energetic leader who established

several important executive precedents that helped shape the direction of America’s nineteenth-

century imperial destiny. But with the exception of the one establishing the presidential

succession principle, historians and presidential scholars rarely if ever acknowledge his

landmark achievements. Perhaps this historical neglect stems from the stigma of being the

nation’s only traitor president, a distinction he gained from his support for secession and the

Confederacy. That unique precedent is another facet of the tragedy of John Tyler that this book

explores.1 Forewarned, ForearmedWe will vote for Tyler therefore, without a why or

wherefore.Whig campaign verse, 1840The Constitution never designed that the executive

should be a mere cipher.John Tyler, July 2, 1842In presenting the foregoing views I can not

withhold the expression of the opinion that there exists nothing in the extension of our Empire

over our acknowledged possessions to excite the alarm of the patriot for the safety of our

institutions.John Tyler, June 1, 1841After just under a month in office, President William Henry

Harrison died of pneumonia at 12:30 A.M. on April 4, 1841. Popular legend has it that Vice

President John Tyler was momentarily stunned when Fletcher Webster, a State Department

official and son of the secretary of state, pounded on the door of his Williamsburg, Virginia,

home at sunrise on April 5 to awaken him with the news of President Harrison’s death. Another

tale about that momentous day, delightful for its rustic simplicity and republican innocence, had

the fifty-one-year-old aristocratic Virginian playing marbles with his sons in front of his home

when the young Webster arrived from Washington.Tyler initially may have been startled by the

dispatch from Harrison’s cabinet announcing the president’s death, but surely the marbles tale

is apocryphal. It surfaced decades later in the early twentieth century, long after the principal

parties involved had died, in a breezy and unreliable collection of personal reminiscences

about former presidents.1 Whatever the case, and however shocked Tyler may have been at

receiving the news, he was not totally unprepared. He had been alerted days beforehand of

Harrison’s grave illness and probably anticipated receiving word at any moment that the ailing

sixty-eight-year-old president had died. James Lyons, a Richmond attorney and Tyler’s political

ally and frequent correspondent, had apparently written him several days earlier, passing on

news appearing in the public presses that Harrison’s condition had worsened. He also wrote on

April 3, again telling Tyler of the seriousness of Harrison’s condition. Although we do not know



the date and time this letter arrived at the vice president’s Williamsburg home, in all likelihood

Tyler received Lyon’s message late on Saturday evening, or sometime on Sunday, April 4, the

day Harrison died. In his letter, Lyons informed Tyler that the president was at death’s door and

confided to his friend that “I shall not be surprised to hear by tomorrows mail that Genl

Harrison is no more.”2Upon learning of the president’s life-threatening illness, the courtly

Virginian abided by the dictates of his age and did not rush to Washington to hover over

Harrison’s deathbed in anticipation of succeeding to the nation’s highest office. Such behavior

would have been unseemly for a man of Tyler’s refinement, gentility, and aristocratic

sensibilities. But having been alerted to the president’s grave condition, Tyler had time to

prepare himself—emotionally, psychologically, and intellectually—for the almost certain

eventuality of Harrison’s death. He also later acknowledged that a premonition from his friend

Littleton Waller Tazewell that the elderly Harrison would die in office had led him to

contemplate the possible constitutional consequences of the president’s death.After his

inauguration as vice president, John Tyler had returned to Williamsburg to consider how to

respond if an anticipated presidential succession crisis arose. There was no precedent to

instruct him because no previous president had died in office. Also of little guidance was the

wording of the Constitution, which was vague and ambiguous on the question of succession. It

was unclear whether the vice president became president in his own right, or whether he was

to be the acting president until a new chief executive was duly elected.Although Tyler prided

himself on being a strict constructionist, in this instance he opted for a loose interpretation of

the language of the Constitution and decided that the vice president in fact became the

president outright. By decisive action and adroit political maneuvering during his first weeks in

office, Tyler forever made moot any future constitutional objections and established by usage

the precedent for the vice president to become president on the death of an incumbent. As one

perceptive historian of the United States’s first presidential succession crisis has observed,

“Tyler’s whole course of conduct in the first few days after he arrived in the capital

demonstrated plainly that he acted with conscious deliberation to establish himself as a

President in his own right and not as a mere caretaker for the departed Harrison.”3From the

outset, John Tyler used his foreknowledge to full advantage. Shortly after receiving the official

cabinet notification of Harrison’s death, pointedly addressed to Vice President Tyler, he calmly

informed his family at breakfast of the breathtaking turn of events that now placed him in the

nation’s highest office. Tyler next consulted his Williamsburg neighbor, Nathaniel Beverley

Tucker, a law professor at the College of William and Mary. Among other things, Beverley

Tucker, as he was known to friends, advised the new president to follow Harrison’s example

and announce immediately that he intended to serve only one term and would not seek

election in his own right in 1844. Only through such a disclaimer, Tucker argued, would Tyler

have any success in leading Congress and the American people.Tyler politely granted the

wisdom of Professor Tucker’s suggestion but made no commitment about a second term

before hastily proceeding to the capital. He and his entourage made the 230-mile trip in twenty-

one hours—a remarkable feat in that early age of steam transportation—first by taking a boat

on the James River to Richmond and then going by train to Washington.Once he reached the

nation’s capital at 4:00 A.M. on April 6, Tyler executed what can only be described as a master

stratagem to win unqualified acceptance as president of the United States from friend and foe

alike. Crucial to this scheme was Tyler’s unwavering certainty that he was now the nation’s

president, possessing all the powers and privileges of that office, and not “Acting President,” as

John Quincy Adams and several other members of Congress would have it. Even three years

later, when some of his detractors and enemies persisted in addressing letters to him at the



White House as “Vice-President-Acting President,” Tyler routinely returned the offensive mail

unopened.On the morning of his arrival, Tyler immediately met with the six cabinet members

he had inherited from Harrison. When informed by Secretary of State Daniel Webster that

under his predecessor the cabinet had made decisions on the basis of majority vote, Tyler

rejected that method because he did not believe cabinet members were co-equals of the

president. As the chief executive Tyler said he would listen to their counsel, but would “never

consent to being dictated to” by his cabinet advisers. He and he alone bore responsibility for

his administration, and they were welcome to remain in the cabinet on that understanding of

executive prerogative. When and if they found such a procedure untenable, their resignations

would be accepted.4Perhaps awed by President Tyler’s unexpected decisiveness, the entire

cabinet agreed to his stipulations and remained on board to serve their new chief. Upon

learning of this decision to retain the entire Harrison cabinet, a handful of the new president’s

closest allies decried it as a serious early blunder that subsequently would jeopardize Tyler’s

desire to steer an independent political course. As the new president would quickly learn, being

forewarned did not guarantee immunity from the harsh political consequences of hasty

miscalculation and human error.The next step in Tyler’s well-orchestrated plan involved taking

another oath to certify his claim to the presidential office. Although he believed a second

swearing-in ceremony was unnecessary because his previous vice-presidential oath qualified

him “to perform the duties and exercise the powers and office” of the president, Tyler took a

new oath in the presence of the cabinet on April 6, the day of their initial meeting. As the

federal judge who administered the oath explained Tyler’s reasoning and action, the new

president, “yet as doubts may arise, and for greater caution, took and subscribed the foregoing

oath before me.”Three days after the symbolic oath-taking, John Tyler issued an inaugural

address to further buttress the legitimacy of his presidency. In a somber and forthright manner

the new chief executive informed Congress and the American people that for the first time in

the nation’s brief history, an individual elected as vice president “has had devolved upon him

the Presidential office.” Referring to himself several times as “Chief Magistrate” or “President,”

Tyler left no room for doubt that he had assumed the mantle and accompanying powers of the

presidency.To calm any fears about possible foreign threats in this moment of uncertainty,

President Tyler promised his fellow citizens that in dealing with other nations, “my policy will be

justice on our part to all, submitting to injustice from none.” To ensure that the nation’s honor

“shall sustain no blemish,” the newly minted president pledged to improve “the condition of our

military defenses.” He hailed the army as one of fame and renown, and declared the navy to be

“the right arm of the public defense.” Betraying his abiding belief in America’s destiny and

national greatness, Tyler also proudly singled out the navy for already having “spread a light of

glory over the American standard in all the waters of the earth.”5The inaugural message next

addressed an apprehension shared by many Americans since the founding of the republic, the

tendency of all human institutions “to concentrate power in the hands of a single man.” To avoid

the dangers of consolidated executive power, Tyler believed that “a complete separation should

take place between the sword and the purse.” Tyler’s promise of a separation of executive and

legislative powers was consistent with his republican faith that the legislative branch “was the

direct agent of the people and the mainspring of the constitutional system.” In fact, the

prevailing Whig orthodoxy espoused by Senator Henry Clay and his supporters called for

legislative supremacy and a servile chief executive. Prior to becoming president, Tyler had

adhered to this view of government and saw himself as a protector of republican virtue and

defender of legislative autonomy.It was arguable whether Tyler fully agreed with Abel P. Upshur,

who later would serve in his cabinet as secretary of the navy and secretary of state, that the



“most defective part of the Constitution” was “the loose and unguarded terms in which the

powers and duties of the President are pointed out.” But in the early 1830s, while serving as a

U.S. senator, John Tyler had been alarmed by President Andrew Jackson’s abuse of executive

power and ultimately resigned his Senate seat rather than vote to rescind a censure of “King”

Andrew. Ironically, and despite the disclaimer in the inaugural address and his previous record

in the Virginia legislature and U.S. Congress, Tyler’s actions over the next four years

demonstrated a preference for enhancing the power of the executive office. In wielding

executive power, Tyler later explained to his constituents, he was in reality preserving the

separation of powers. As would prove to be the case a number of times during his presidency,

John Tyler talked the talk of republicanism, but did not always walk the walk.6On the day that

he released his inaugural address, Tyler confided to Senator William C. Rives his innermost

feeling about the succession crisis and the emotions he felt upon being placed in the chief

executive’s chair. Tyler thanked his fellow Virginian and occasional political rival for his kind

expressions of support and encouragement in these difficult times. He then confessed that,

despite having been forewarned, the “death of our late patriotic president, while it has devolved

upon me the high office of President of the United States, has occasioned me the deepest pain

and anxiety.” “I am,” Tyler explained, “under Providence made the instrument of a new test

which is for the first time to be applied to our institutions. The experiment is to be made at the

moment when the country is agitated by conflicting views of public policy, and when the spirit of

faction is most likely to exist. Under these circumstances, the devolvement upon me of this high

office is peculiarly embarrassing.”Summarizing his tangled feelings on a note of optimism and

hope, Tyler promised Rives, who throughout 1841 proved to be the only member of the Senate

who consistently supported the new president, that he would govern upon the principles and

teachings of Jefferson and Madison and to rely on “the virtue and intelligence of the people.”

Tyler’s emphasis on following the principles of old republicanism, by which he meant states’

rights, a strict construction of the Constitution, restrictions against consolidation of federal

power, and corresponding limitations on federal programs such as the national bank and high

protective tariffs, became the mantra of his administration for the next four years. Despite his

best intentions, President John Tyler was not entirely faithful to the republicanism of the

founding fathers.7Tyler rounded out his busy public campaign to establish his legitimacy as

president by immediately moving into the White House. He also called for a public day of prayer

and fasting to honor the memory of William Henry Harrison, which the new president believed

would enable the American people to express their grief and reaffirm the national purpose. To

alleviate whatever international concerns existed about this unprecedented transfer of power,

the new chief executive next officially met with the ministers of foreign nations at a ceremonial

gathering and proclaimed that “the people of the United States regard their own prosperity as

intimately connected with that of the entire family of nations.”By June 1, the second day of the

special session of Congress originally called by the late president, both the House and the

Senate easily passed resolutions acknowledging John Tyler as president of the United States,

putting to rest any lingering doubts among the press and the public that he was merely an

acting president. This confirmation came after only minimal debate and without division in the

House. When one House member questioned whether the Constitution sanctioned Tyler’s

claim that he was president, he was silenced by Representative Henry Wise of Virginia, who

asserted that John Tyler believed “he was by the Constitution, by election, and by the act of

God, President of the United States.” When similar constitutional objections were raised in the

Senate, Robert J. Walker of Mississippi, overcoming his own initial misgivings, argued that

Tyler rightly had succeeded to the presidency. The Senate concurred with Walker’s assessment



by a vote of 38-8.Tyler’s plan had worked to perfection. What was potentially an extremely

controversial and bitterly contested transition of power in the nation’s highest executive office

was deftly handled and smoothly finessed by a states’ rights southerner known for his strict

constructionist interpretation of the Constitution. If for nothing else, John Tyler’s place in history

was secure as the author of the precedent that established vice-presidential succession to the

presidency.8Why had this transfer of executive power gone so smoothly and uneventfully

without any historical precedent or clear constitutional mandate? John Tyler proved to be

tenacious and cool under pressure and was able to establish what became known as the “Tyler

precedent” because he had ample time to plan his course of action. The early April

forewarnings from James Lyons that President Harrison was dying were important in the

immediate sense, but Vice President Tyler knew much beforehand that he might succeed to

the presidency.After making a campaign trip to Ohio and Pennsylvania in the fall of 1840,

which included major speeches in Columbus and Pittsburgh, the Whig vice-presidential

candidate returned to his home state of Virginia and was immediately confronted with the

succession issue by the political opposition. A committee of Virginia Democrats from Henrico

County who foresaw the possibility that the elderly Harrison might die in office cleverly raised

that question publicly in October 1840. Undoubtedly, the main goal of the Democratic

questionnaire was not to get Tyler’s thoughts on the succession question but to trip up

Harrison’s running mate on highly contentious issues such as the national bank and the tariff,

and thereby aid the reelection campaign of President Martin Van Buren, a Democrat who was

Andrew Jackson’s protégé.In a thoughtful reply to his Democratic antagonists, Tyler denied any

ambition or desire to hold the highest office in the land, made clear his opposition to a national

bank, and expressed his belief in a tariff for revenue only. Tyler concluded by reiterating his

adherence to republican principles and candidly announcing, “You see I am a Jeffersonian

Republican.” His answers initially appeared in the Richmond Enquirer and were rapidly

reprinted in newspapers throughout the Union. Tyler’s political consistency aside, it was clear

that people throughout the country were thinking that if elected, Old Tippecanoe could die

before completing his term. That fact was not lost on John Tyler. The Henrico query, along with

extended conversations with his friends, put Tyler in the frame of mind that he might succeed to

the presidency and he had best be ready for that contingency.9The widespread public

speculation about the prospects for Harrison’s longevity in the White House if he were elected

was accompanied by private advice to Tyler about the wisdom of running as the vice-

presidential candidate on the Whig ticket. His friend Littleton Waller Tazewell, a fellow William

and Mary alumnus who had represented Virginia in the Senate with Tyler during the Jackson

administration, and after whom Tyler had named one of his sons, warned him prior to the

election in the fall of 1840 of the possible consequences if Harrison died in office. As Tyler

remembered the episode in a letter to Tazewell a year later, “I have had frequent occasion to

call to mind the last conversation which I had with you in Williamsburg at my house, in which

you indulged in certain anticipations, which have received all the fulfillment of actual prophecy. I

well remember your prediction of Gen. Harrison’s death, and with what emphasis you enquired

of me whether I had thought of my own situation upon the happening of that contingency. You

declared in advance much of the difficulty by which I have already been surrounded.”Shortly

after reminding Tazewell of his prophecy of Harrison’s death, President Tyler once again

sought his friend’s advice and good counsel. In a note studded with literary allusions, the

president asked: “Do, my dear sir, turn over your Sibyl leaves and read to me their recorded

prophecies. If they augur very badly for me, I may by being forewarned become forearmed.

Your early prophecy was of infinite service to me from the moment of my assuming the helm,



as without it my ship, already tempest tost, might ere this have been stranded.” In this flattering

private letter, and again publicly a few years later, Tyler acknowledged that Tazewell’s prescient

advice had prepared him to resolve quickly a momentary crisis that arose over the

constitutionality and legitimacy of vice-presidential succession. Thus forewarned, John Tyler

was forearmed and ready to establish the Tyler precedent.10The constitutional legitimacy of

Tyler’s succession principle was reaffirmed less than a decade later on July 10, 1850, when

Millard Fillmore became president on the death of Zachary Taylor. Fillmore’s accession to the

presidency went unremarked and the transfer of power occurred without opposition. When

President Taylor died during the late evening of July 9, cabinet members immediately sent an

official notification to the vice president. Fillmore did not hesitate in following the precedent set

by John Tyler, replying with alacrity to the cabinet that same evening that “I shall avail myself of

the earliest moment to communicate this sad intelligence to Congress, and shall appoint a time

and place for taking the oath of office prescribed to the President of the United States. You are

requested to be present and witness the ceremony.” The following day, Fillmore officially

notified Congress of President Taylor’s death. He also proposed “this day at 12 o’clock, in the

Hall of the House of Representatives, in the presence of both Houses of Congress, to take the

oath prescribed by the Constitution, to enable me to enter on the execution of the office which

this event has devolved on me.”Thus was the thirteenth president of the United States sworn in

before the members of the Senate, House, and cabinet in Statuary Hall. Unlike John Tyler,

President Fillmore did not believe it was necessary to present an inaugural address following

the swearing-in ceremony. After announcing the funeral plans and calling for a period of

national mourning, Fillmore simply plunged into the day-to-day routine of the presidency. In all,

this succession tradition was observed seven times after Tyler. Following Fillmore were Andrew

Johnson (1865), Chester A. Arthur (1881), Theodore Roosevelt (1901), Calvin Coolidge

(1923), Harry Truman (1945), and Lyndon B. Johnson (1963). There were eight successions in

all under the Tyler precedent. Four followed assassinations—Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and

Kennedy were murdered during their presidencies—and two other presidents—Harding and

Franklin Roosevelt, like Harrison and Taylor—died in office. In 1967 Tyler’s precedent was

officially codified with the adoption of the Twenty-fifth Amendment to the Constitution: “In case

of the removal of the President from office or of his death or resignation, the Vice-President

shall become President.”11John Tyler’s decisive action placed all future vice presidents a

heartbeat from the presidency. Whether or not the framers of the Constitution intended this

method of presidential succession and would have approved of Tyler’s precedent is arguable.

Why then did such a cautious politician and strict constructionist act so uncharacteristically and

unconventionally? He employed a loose and more flexible construction of the Constitution, he

later explained, not to undermine the Constitution, but to maintain the viability of the system of

government erected by the founding fathers.In justifying his succession precedent and the

ensuing power struggle with the congressional Whigs and members of his cabinet, Tyler said

he moved swiftly and deliberately in order to demonstrate to the nation and the world that

American constitutional procedures for a peaceful transfer of executive power worked. The

president further revealed that his controversial actions were designed to preserve executive

autonomy and guarantee the separation of the executive and legislative branches. He charged

that the Whigs had sought “to merge all executive powers in the legislative branch of the

government,” which was a challenge to the separation of powers outlined in the Constitution.

Surely, he asserted, “The Constitution never designed that the executive should be a mere

cipher.” In the course of his struggle with Congress, Tyler successfully resisted legislative

dominance by implementing an independent executive policy and liberally using the



presidential veto. President Tyler had no regrets and was proud of his record in office because

“I considered the path of my duty was clearly marked out before me, and I resolved to pursue

it.”12President Tyler’s defiant independent course during his first months in office stunned his

Whig allies in Congress and the party faithful throughout the nation. No one was more

surprised than Senator Henry Clay of Kentucky, a friend of Tyler’s for some twenty years. Clay

fully expected the Virginian to endorse the Whig congressional agenda calling for a national

bank and a protective tariff. But Clay was mistaken and quickly realized he had underestimated

the new president’s resolve to be his own man as the nation’s chief magistrate. In a tense

interview with Tyler on bank legislation at the White House, Senator Clay flatly rejected the

president’s compromise proposal for a national bank that guaranteed the principle of states’

rights. Clay insisted on a national bank with sweeping authority unhampered by states’ rights

limitations. Irritated at his old friend’s arrogance, President Tyler said: “Go you now, then, Mr.

Clay, to your end of the avenue, where stands the Capitol, and there perform your duty to the

country as you shall think proper. So help me God, I shall do mine at this end of it as I shall

think proper.”13Thus began a nasty political feud that overturned the Whig political bandwagon

and crippled Tyler’s presidency. The Virginian’s accidental ascendancy to the nation’s highest

office was a galling turn of fate for Clay and salt in the open wounds of his thwarted ambitions.

A man who desperately wanted to be president of the United States, “Harry of the West,” as he

was affectionately known to legions of his admirers, confidently had anticipated he would be

the Whig nominee in 1840. When the party instead chose General Harrison of Ohio as its

presidential candidate, a disappointed Clay vented his anger in a drunken rampage that

dismayed even his closest allies. Perhaps in a gesture of conciliation to the Kentuckian, Tyler,

one of Virginia’s delegates for Henry Clay at the Whig convention, was selected as the vice-

presidential nominee, ostensibly to placate the South and to give the ticket geographic balance.

All knew it was an odd choice and one that would prove calamitous for the Whig

Party.American electoral politics were forever transformed by the Whigs’ imaginative

presidential campaign that year. The election of 1840 was a sweeping Whig victory as Harrison

easily won the presidency and both branches of Congress came under Whig control. Voter

turnout was phenomenal. Roughly 80 percent of the eligible male electorate went to the polls,

energized by massive parades, outdoor rallies, campaign songs, and a circus-like hoopla never

before witnessed by the American public. Gimmickry and humbug became hallmarks of the

campaign.A widely used antic was the rolling of large leather balls festooned with catchy

slogans such as “Van, Van, Van—Van’s a Used Up Man” across the rural landscape and

through villages and towns. The Whigs also changed traditional electioneering practice by

bringing along their wives, daughters, and sisters since many of the political activities were

family oriented, such as the glee clubs that appeared everywhere along the campaign trail

singing patriotic and inspiring tunes. Even one Democratic editor candidly admitted he found

the Whig songfests unforgettable and said the melodies “rang in my ears wherever I went,

morning, noon, and night” as “men, women, and children did nothing but sing.”14Quite

fortuitously, the Whig ticket of military hero Harrison, the victor over the Shawnee Indians at the

1811 battle of Tippecanoe in frontier Indiana, and his patrician running mate John Tyler

“inspired the most famous alliterative campaign slogan in American history—Tippecanoe and

Tyler too.” It became an iconic political jingle that remains popular to the present day, even

though most contemporary Americans know little to nothing about either Harrison or Tyler. The

motto “Tippecanoe and Tyler too” may have been a ringing rallying cry on the campaign trail,

but as the New York Whig diarist Philip Hone later observed, “there was rhyme but no reason

in it.” A loyalist to his party, Hone understood that John Tyler was a renegade Democrat without



allegiance to Whig principles.15The Whigs capitalized as well on a Democratic journalist’s

disparaging characterization of their sixty-seven-year-old candidate as a decrepit frontier

soldier eager for a pension so that he might spend his remaining days drinking hard cider in his

log cabin. In a bit of flummery that became commonplace in nineteenth-century American

political campaigns, the Whigs turned the jibe to their advantage by embarking on a “Log

Cabin and Hard Cider” campaign. In this scenario, General Harrison was cast as a common

man of humble origins who imbibed the preferred drink of farmers and working folk. Nothing

could have been further from the truth. Harrison, like his running mate Tyler, had aristocratic

Virginia roots and the general’s home on the banks of the Ohio River was a palatial estate, not

a rough-hewn cottage.Unhindered by the truth, the Whigs used the log cabin motif whenever

possible. Log cabins were featured on transparencies and banners in parades and at rallies

and sprang up in communities nationwide, where the impromptu structures served as local

Whig election headquarters. Hard cider became the other prominent symbol of the campaign

and it flowed freely at all Whig political gatherings. For good measure, coonskin caps, which

highlighted Harrison’s supposed frontier origins, were worn by the party faithful and became

prized souvenirs. One enterprising distiller introduced pocket whiskey bottles shaped like log

cabins. The E. C. Booz Distillery of Philadelphia produced these popular bottles under the

brand name “Old Cabin Whiskey.” In another tale of the era that may well be apocryphal,

legend has it that the nationwide fame of the Booz bottles led to whiskey being identified

forever after in the American vernacular as booze.16But despite all the precedent-setting

campaign shenanigans and the euphoria of victory at the polls, the chickens came home to

roost in the summer of 1841. The man who had received the Whig Party’s vice-presidential

nomination by default now thwarted Whig legislative initiatives. The man the Whigs had barely

given a second thought during the election campaign, dismissed with the ditty “We will vote for

Tyler therefore, without a why or wherefore,” twice vetoed legislation creating a national bank.

Having chosen to ignore Tyler’s earlier hostility to the old Bank of the United States and his

campaign speeches expressing opposition to the creation of a new national bank, Senator

Clay and the Whig leadership in Congress now cried foul and branded the president a traitor. In

the streets of Washington angry citizens burned him in effigy. Whig newspapers across the

nation denounced Tyler as an apostate who had abandoned the republican school of

Washington, Madison, and Jefferson, all of whom had approved a national bank.Tippecanoe

Log Cabin, corner of Main and Eagle Streets, Buffalo. Erected on March 18, by the Whigs of

Buffalo, and dedicated to the cause of Harrison and Tyler on March 20, 1840. Buffalo and Erie

County Historical Society.As the titular head of the Whig Party, Clay did everything in his power

to curb the usurper in the White House. According to one of his most recent biographers, Clay

bore the brunt of responsibility for the feud with Tyler because he tried to force the president

and the Whig Party to accept what he alone “had decided the American people had mandated

in the election of 1840.” It was Clay who “almost single-handedly shattered his own party by his

obsessive desire to fashion a third national bank.” Although Tyler had not deceived Clay or

anyone else about his opposition to a bank, he was not blameless in the fallout with the Whigs.

At times during the controversy the president’s conduct had been tricky and deceptive. He

made equivocal statements that were interpreted to mean one thing but turned out to mean

quite the opposite. In this way, an earlier biographer of Clay observed, President Tyler made

himself “contemptible” as a public figure.17In September 1841, after Tyler’s second bank veto,

the entire Whig cabinet, except Secretary of State Daniel Webster, resigned in protest. A few

days after the cabinet resignations Senator Clay addressed the Whig caucus and likened

President Tyler to the nation’s most notorious turncoat—Benedict Arnold. Asking them to hold



fast to their principles, Clay told his Senate colleagues: “Our policy has been arrested by an

Executive that we brought into power. Arnold escaped to England after his treason was

detected” and “Tyler is on his way to the Democratic camp.” Clay was confident the Democrats

would give Tyler “lodgings in some outhouse, but they will never trust him. He will stand here,

like Arnold in England, a monument of his perfidy and disgrace.”18In addition to being

castigated as a traitor, Tyler also faced assassination threats and was officially drummed out of

the Whig Party for allegedly having betrayed the will of the people. Not satisfied with making

President Tyler a political outcast, wrathful House Whigs later censured him and

unsuccessfully sought his impeachment. Ironically, at issue in this rancorous dispute were

competing but not dissimilar perceptions of republicanism. In the eyes of his antagonists,

President Tyler’s primary sin was the use of the veto power to overturn the glorious 1840

victory with its promise to reduce executive power and separate the purse from the sword. For

his part, Tyler believed his course was the path of true republicanism, and the Whigs, not he,

were the betrayers of the republican virtues of the founding fathers.As a man without a party,

John Tyler maintained a brave front after being publicly humiliated by his former Whig allies,

although the charge that he had abandoned hallowed republican doctrine undoubtedly stung.

His frustration was evident in a conversation he had with Beverley Tucker in November 1841.

Tucker earlier had advised Tyler to announce that he would not seek reelection in 1844, advice

the president had ignored. Now Tyler confided to his friend, “I must have a party.” Tucker tersely

replied, “Make one!” Tyler shot back: “I have not time. I must have one ready made.”In truth,

John Tyler recognized the necessity of creating his own party, and found the time to try,

unsuccessfully as it turned out, to build one. Over the next two and a half years, Tyler

attempted to marshal public support for his cause by proclaiming he was the true disciple of

Jefferson and Madison. He reminded his fellow Americans that a commitment to civic virtue,

states’ rights, executive restraint, and a strict interpretation of the Constitution had been the

bedrock of his beliefs before he entered the White House.19But there was another feature of

John Tyler’s republicanism, usually downplayed or ignored by biographers and historians of his

administration, that was consistent with the thinking and outlook of his Virginian mentors,

Thomas Jefferson and James Madison. As the original architects who drafted and

implemented the blueprints for an American continental empire, Madison and Jefferson

stressed the vital connection between territorial expansion and the viability of republican

government. From the onset of his presidency, Tyler extolled the merits of an “extended

republic” and in formulating his foreign policy was true to the republican faith that had guided

the territorial expansion of the American empire throughout the first halfcentury of its

existence.What James Madison had wrought at the Constitutional Convention in 1787 was a

workable formula for retaining popular government by allowing for an expanding territorial

empire. Just after the convention had adjourned, he explained some of the features of the

Constitution in a letter to Jefferson, who was serving as the United States’s representative in

Paris. There had been a fear among the delegates that the newly independent United States

might fracture over differing sectional and economic interests. “It appeared,” Madison informed

his friend, “to be the sincere and unanimous wish of the Convention to cherish and preserve

the Union of the States. No proposition was made, no suggestion was thrown out in favor of a

partition of the Empire into two or more Confederacies.”Madison went on to dismiss “the

concurrent opinions of theoretical writers,” an obvious reference to the theory of the French

philosopher Montesquieu, that to succeed republics had to be small. Madison believed quite

the opposite was true, and maintained that republican government, “in order to effect its

purpose must operate not within a small but an extensive sphere.” After providing this private



explanation of the inner workings of the Constitution to Jefferson, Madison went public with his

“extend the sphere” analysis in Federalist no. 10, proposing, among several other safeguards,

that republican government would be best secured by expanding and enlarging the territorial

empire. As historian Walter LaFeber has noted, Madison’s analysis announced that the

“relationship between expansion and the viability of republican institutions was now

reciprocal.”20For his part, Thomas Jefferson confirmed both in thought and deed that he

accepted Madison’s argument about the necessity of extending the sphere. In March 1801, a

few weeks after his inauguration as the nation’s third president, Jefferson gave the Vermont

politician and preacher Nathaniel Niles his appraisal of the success of the American republican

experiment thus far: “It furnishes a new proof of the falsehood of Montesquieu’s doctrine, that a

republic can be preserved only in a small territory. The reverse is the truth. Had our territory

been even a third only of what it is, we were gone.” At the conclusion of his presidency, which

was highlighted by his having doubled the territory of the United States with the Louisiana

Purchase, Jefferson still wanted more.He continued to contemplate future territorial expansion

through the acquisition or annexation of east and west Florida, Cuba, and perhaps Mexico and

Canada to the Union. Bring all those areas under the American flag, Jefferson wrote to

Madison upon the latter’s inauguration as president, and the United States would become

“such an empire for liberty as she has never surveyed since the creation; and I am persuaded

that no constitution was ever so well calculated as ours for extensive empire and self-

government.” Jefferson’s self-congratulatory tone and respectful praise for his friend’s amazing

handiwork, the Constitution of 1787, clarified for posterity his commitment to the Madisonian

solution to the age-old dilemma of how to secure a republic while at the same time creating an

extensive and powerful empire.21Jefferson’s validation in his private correspondence of the

necessity of territorial expansion for the survival and health of republican institutions was

reaffirmed anew some years later by his protégé, James Monroe. The fourth of Virginia’s

Revolutionary dynasty of presidents, Monroe publicly made the case for an “extensive republic”

in his 1823 annual message to Congress, partially in response to those critics who feared that

unrestrained expansion jeopardized the stability of the Union. Marveling at the growth of the

nation since the Revolution of ’76 from three million to about ten million people, he proudly

announced that this “expansion of our population, and accession of new States to our Union,

have had the happiest effect on all its highest interests. That it has eminently augmented our

resources, and added to our strength and respectability as a Power, is admitted by all. . . . It is

manifest that, by enlarging the basis of our system and increasing the number of States, the

system itself has been greatly strengthened in both its branches. Consolidation and disunion

have thereby been rendered equally impracticable.”Although this 1823 message later gained

fame and renown because it contained the announcement of what became known as the

Monroe Doctrine, it was a hallmark as well for its restatement of the Madisonian/Jeffersonian

faith in territorial expansion and the benefits derived from an ever-expanding republic. In an

exercise that had become a routine annual stocktaking, the equivalent of today’s State of the

Union address, Monroe was unable to resist the opportunity to glory in the unfolding of

America’s national destiny and uniqueness. He proudly noted, “If we compare the present

condition of our Union with its actual state at the close of our Revolution, the history of the

world furnishes no example of a progress in improvement in all the important circumstances

which constitute the happiness of a nation, which bears any resemblance to it.”22A thoughtful

reviewer of this aspect of the nation’s history would be struck by the constancy in this line of

thinking about expansion and empire among American leaders. Less than two decades after

Monroe’s message, and forty years after Thomas Jefferson’s expression of satisfaction with



how well the “extend the sphere” principle worked in practice, a post–Revolutionary generation

Virginian, John Tyler, once again enunciated the connection between territorial expansion and

the viability of republican institutions. In notably similar language to that of his predecessor

Monroe, and sharing an admirable consistency of thought with his idols Madison and

Jefferson, Tyler wasted little time in making the case for territorial expansion as the cement of

Union and generator of national prosperity. After less than two months in office and in his first

official message to Congress on June 1, 1841, the tenth president recited the near obligatory

statistics of the nation’s growth from three million at the time of the Revolution to seventeen

million in 1840. This latest increase, Tyler claimed, represented a 30 percent growth in

population for the fifth consecutive decade in the nation’s history.In this first of his many

homilies on the virtues of extending the sphere, Tyler further contended that the “old States

contain territory sufficient in itself to maintain a population of additional millions.” And, he

continued, “the most populous of the new States may even yet be regarded as but partially

settled, while of the new lands on this side of the Rocky Mountains, to say nothing of the

immense region which stretches from the base of those mountains to the mouth of the

Columbia River, about 770,000,000 acres, ceded and unceded, still remain to be brought into

market.” Summarizing his appraisal of the nation’s phenomenal territorial and population

growth, both actual and potential, Tyler reassured members of Congress and the American

people “that there exists nothing in the extension of our Empire over our acknowledged

possessions to excite the alarm of the patriot for the safety of our institutions. The federative

system, leaving to each State the care of its domestic concerns and devolving on the Federal

Government those of general import, admits in safety of the greatest expansion.” As he began

his presidency, John Tyler recognized and understood, as his fellow Virginians Jefferson and

Monroe before him clearly had, that expansion wasTerritorial limits of the United States in

1840, including disputed claims with Great Britain in Maine and Oregon.the republican key to

preserving the delicate balance between national and state power.23President Tyler’s nuanced

reference to vast “unceded” acres subtly announced his administration’s expansionist

ambitions. Even a quick glance at a map of the United States’s boundaries in 1841 would

reveal that Tyler’s remark about “unceded” acres was a clear allusion to land the United States

did not yet possess, including the Lone Star Republic of Texas east of the Rocky Mountains on

the one hand, and the disputed Oregon country along with Mexican territory west of the

Rockies on the other. Oddly, this illuminating maiden message to Congress and the American

public generally has been overlooked in historical accounts evaluating and discussing the Tyler

administration’s expansionist diplomacy. A careful reading of the document, however, reveals

that two of President Tyler’s future foreign policy initiatives were quietly announced in the

special session address. First, Tyler signaled his desire to annex Texas. Second, he sought to

bring a sizable chunk of the Pacific coast of North America “to market.”As presently became

clear, bringing Texas into the Union headed Tyler’s acquisitive agenda. Oregon, jointly claimed

by the United States and Great Britain, and the Mexican province of California were high on

Tyler’s list of foreign policy priorities as well, but for the time being diplomatic attempts to

acquire those territories would remain on the back burner. He moved quickly to promote Texas

annexation. In October 1841, shortly after having filled the cabinet vacancies created by Whig

resignations with his own men, Tyler sounded out the lone holdover, Secretary of State

Webster, “as to the probability of acquiring Texas by treaty.” President Tyler was confident “it

could be done,” but acknowledged that slavery would cause objections in the North. But if the

North could “be reconciled to it, could anything throw so bright a lustre around us? It seems to

me that the great interests of the North would be incalculably advanced by such an



acquisition.”24Daniel Webster was not persuaded by his boss’s rationale for adding additional

slave states to the Union. Instead, he concentrated on settling a troublesome northeastern

boundary dispute and improving relations with Great Britain. Only after Secretary Webster left

the cabinet in the spring of 1843 was President Tyler able to set his Texas annexation plans in

motion and pursue his goal of creating a continental empire that stretched from the Atlantic to

the Pacific Ocean.In addition to the ambitious expansionist agenda projected in the special

session message, President Tyler studded his prose on this occasion with images of the

glorious national destiny that lay ahead for the United States. A believer in the gospel of

American exceptionalism, Tyler thought that the American experiment was unique and had

universal implications. America with its enlightened republican institutions would serve as an

inspiring model and shining example to the world. The immediate national task and civic duty

was to “reclaim our almost illimitable wildernesses and introduce into their depths the lights of

civilization.”America would be a haven also to those who hungered for liberty. Displaying an

appalling moral obtuseness, this man who denied liberty to the more than fifty human beings

he held as property urged opening America’s shores to Europe’s downtrodden and oppressed

masses. In language presaging the sentiments expressed in Emma Lazarus’s poem “The New

Colossus,” engraved at the base of the Statue of Liberty, Tyler stated: “We hold out to the

people of other countries an invitation to come and settle among us as members of our rapidly

growing family, and for the blessings which we offer them we require of them to look upon our

country as their country and to unite with us in the great task of preserving our institutions and

thereby perpetuating our liberties.”25Remarkably, in this initial speech to Congress at the

opening of his presidency, John Tyler candidly placed all the signposts for his goal of national

destiny in public view for everyone to see. For all the cruel jokes and jibes about “His

Accidency” being a fraud and a pretender in the White House, this Virginia aristocrat had a

clear and ambitious foreign policy agenda. Just as Tyler had been forearmed to masterfully

confront the presidential succession controversy, this disciple of Jefferson and Madison was

fully prepared, based on his schooling in their beliefs, to pursue the lofty quest for an extensive

republic, preserve republican institutions, and offer the United States as the beacon of liberty to

the world. Tragically, even the best-prepared and most visionary leaders sometimes fail to fulfill

their dreams.Despite President Tyler’s almost immediate expression of his belief in America’s

mission of national greatness, rarely has he been credited, either by his contemporaries or

later historians, for having such a broad vision of national destiny. Routinely Tyler has been

dismissed as a narrow states’ rights ideologue who as president pursued continental

expansion solely, as in the case of Texas, to preserve the institution of slavery. Indelibly etched

in the American public’s mind was an image of John Tyler as a stereotypical aristocratic

southern slaveowner who, at all costs, defended the region’s “peculiar institution.” Sometimes

John Tyler was a strict constructionist, sometimes not. He had a states’ rights agenda, but he

also had a nationalist agenda, one which increasingly came to the forefront during his

presidency. He would set aside these principles and his strict constructionism, as he had

shown in the adroit handling of accession to the presidency, when opportunities for territorial

expansion arose and he felt political expediency demanded a more flexible response.It is

frequently forgotten that John Tyler was a key participant in the leadership of an antebellum

generation that grappled with the issues of sectionalism and the preservation of the Union.

When Tyler’s public career is considered in its entirety, it becomes evident that he persistently

rose above sectional partisanship and promoted a vision of national destiny designed to

sustain, not destroy, the Union of 1789. The rub, of course, came when Tyler insisted that the

United States must remain the inviolable slaveholding republic inherited from the founding



fathers. An instinct for political survival and a stubborn determination to make his mark on the

national scene drove John Tyler to pursue a foreign policy that would achieve these goals and

“must look to the whole country and the whole people.” As was the case with other occupants

of the White House both before and after President Tyler’s residency, chief executives who

were blocked by political obstacles at home turned to foreign affairs as an ostensibly easy

avenue to gain popular support and acclaim.26John Tyler made the most of having been

forewarned and forearmed. He met the challenge of being the first vice president to navigate

the uncharted waters of presidential succession in the young republic by establishing the Tyler

precedent. From this time forward, the vice presidency assumed a new importance. The holder

of that formerly disdained office now found himself a heartbeat from the chief executive’s chair

and, thanks to John Tyler, the presidency, as an institution, became independent of death. The

man who had been mocked as “His Accidency” accomplished what he had set out to do. He

ignored the objections of those who claimed the framers had not intended the vice president to

become president in his own right on the death of an incumbent.Tyler’s carefully planned

assumption of the executive office when William Henry Harrison died demonstrated to the

nation and the world that the constitutional provisions adopted fifty-two years earlier by the

framers worked in practice. The peaceful transition of presidential power achieved by Tyler’s

precedent lent stability to the American republic by avoiding the possibility of factious and

violent disputes about the legitimacy of succession. Tyler’s willingness to take a broad

interpretation of the Constitution strengthened the system, but it undercut his claim to be a

strict constructionist and set the pattern for constitutional flexibility throughout the remainder of

his administration.After having established his right to the office and powers of the chief

executive, Tyler turned to a host of other challenges that confronted his accidental presidency.

As he explained “to a gathering of his political friends” in Philadelphia celebrating George

Washington’s birthday in February 1842, his presidency from the outset faced severe trials that

included “private and public credit prostrated—industry in all its departments paralyzed—a

Treasury deficient in its supplies—and our foreign relations perplexed and embarrassed.” He

vowed to restore the nation’s economic health by launching a foreign policy that fostered

territorial and commercial expansion “without a surrender of national honor.”President John

Tyler hoped to build upon the legacy of his Jeffersonian mentors; he was a true believer who

shared their optimism about America’s future as the moral and republican exemplar to the

world. Musing some years later on what his unprecedented action meant for posterity, Tyler

hoped that because he had followed the path of honor and duty, “future vice-presidents, who

might succeed to the presidency, may feel some slight encouragement to pursue an

independent course.”272 Visions of National DestinyI see a people but just beginning to move

in their political orbit, giving the surest testimony that the love of virtue pervades the breast of

every citizen, and that they possess a force which will retain them, throughout their long career,

in the path of social felicity, and social greatness; I see, from this principle, this sincere love of

virtue, the future glories of my country, already to commence.Bishop James Madison, 1800We

direct the destinies of a mighty continent. Our resources are unlimited; our means unbounded.

If we be true to ourselves, the glory of other nations, in comparison with ours, shall resemble

but a tale from the days of chivalry.John Tyler, 1820My imagination has led me to look into the

distant future, and there to contemplate the greatness of free America. I have beheld her

walking on the waves of the mighty deep, carrying along with her tidings of great joy to distant

nations. I have seen her overturning the strong places of despotism, and restoring to man his

long-lost rights.John Tyler, 1832Throughout the nineteenth century the country’s cultural,

political, and religious leaders spewed forth an excessive amount of bombast and hyperbole



about national greatness and America’s global mission. Not even a bloody and bitter Civil War

tempered or moderated this patriotic excess. At century’s end a host of chauvinistic patriots, or

“jingoes” as they were called, reveled in the fact that the United States had gained an overseas

empire and had joined the club of imperial nations shouldering the white man’s burden. Years

before, in the antebellum period, John Tyler was at the forefront of these shining lights among

the post-Revolutionary generation who confidently hailed the nation’s future glory and

international luster.How did someone like Tyler, an aristocratic Virginian slaveowner and

outwardly parochial champion of the Old South and its peculiar institution, come to be one of

the early republic’s most passionate drumbeaters for national greatness and splendor? How

did an individual who barely traveled much beyond the nation’s east coast and Midwest, who

never journeyed to Texas or California, who never saw the Pacific Ocean or visited its tropical

isles, and who never did the Grand Tour of Europe, acquire such grandiose visions of national

destiny and become so ardently Pacific-minded? One cannot answer these questions with total

certainty, but his upbringing and education in the heady and exhilarating atmosphere of the

early republic, amidst Virginia’s legendary Revolutionary heroes and founding fathers,

undoubtedly nurtured and shaped his sense of mission and faith in the American republican

experiment.Despite being cast as humble republicans of modest origins while running for

president and vice president on the Whig ticket in the “Cider and Log Cabin” campaign of

1840, both William Henry Harrison and John Tyler were to the manor born, privileged sons of

politically prominent and socially prestigious tidewater Virginia families. Charles City County,

located on the north side of the James River, was the native soil of the two future presidents of

the United States. Harrison’s birthplace was Berkeley plantation, which was less than twenty

miles from Greenway plantation, where John Tyler was born on March 29, 1790. Benjamin

Harrison, father of William Henry, was a signer of the Declaration of Independence.Judge John

Tyler, the president’s father, was Thomas Jefferson’s roommate at the College of William and

Mary, a passionate revolutionary, a member, along with the elder Harrison and James

Madison, of the Virginia House of Delegates, and a noted jurist who three times was elected

governor of the commonwealth. The senior Tyler also counted Patrick Henry and James

Monroe among his friends and political allies. Throughout the first years of the new republic,

during the long and lazy months of summer, he regularly would gather his children, including

his second son and namesake John, under a favorite willow tree to amuse them with his fiddle

playing and regale them with awe-inspiring tales of the American Revolution. Not unexpectedly,

and as was entirely befitting of someone of his high station and privileged childhood, the

younger Tyler came to prefer champagne to cider, and neither he nor William Henry Harrison

were the self-made men the log-cabin imagery implied.The Tyler family estate known as

Greenway, which actually was the name of the mansion house and included two other

adjoining farms designated Mons-Sacer and the Courthouse tenement, was a magnificent

plantation composed of 1,200 acres of level, fertile farming land bounded by two flowing

creeks. The mansion house was a comfortable, well-finished, genteel residence of six rooms,

surrounded by numerous and sundry outbuildings, including a kitchen, laundry, storehouse,

dairy, ice house, spinning house, meat house, barn, granaries, and, of course, slave quarters.

Wheat, corn, tobacco, and other crops were cultivated and all manner of animals were raised,

making the plantation virtually self-sufficient and self-contained. To keep the place humming

and well tended, forty slaves did most of the cooking, gardening, domestic and household

chores, and all forms of manual labor and farm work. John Tyler grew to young manhood at

Greenway plantation, learning to love music, poetry, and literature, and dreaming of serving his

state and nation as his father’s Revolutionary generation before him had done.1In the latter half



of the eighteenth century, and continuing into the first decade of the nineteenth century, the

College of William and Mary was the center of learning of choice for many of the sons of

Virginia’s political elite and its first families. Jefferson and Judge Tyler had been scholars at the

college, as had George Washington and James Monroe. Continuing a Tyler family tradition of

attendance there that began shortly after the school opened its doors to students in 1693 and

extends to the present, John entered William and Mary in 1802 at age twelve and graduated in

1807 at age seventeen. Although tutored broadly in liberal arts and the sciences, the young

scholar’s favorite academic pursuits became ancient history and the study of Shakespeare.

The love of Shakespeare’s sonnets and plays remained with Tyler throughout his life. He was

fond of quoting or alluding to the Bard in private correspondence, public speeches, and political

commentary, and during the romantic courtships of the two women he would wed, Letitia

Christian and Julia Gardiner.Other young men attending William and Mary during and just after

Tyler composed a nascent Who’s Who of southern public leaders and government officials,

many of whom rose to national prominence in pre–Civil War America. Among the most notable

were John J. Crittenden, future senator from Kentucky, the military hero General Winfield Scott,

and the diplomat Charles S. Todd, who would become the American minister to Russia during

Tyler’s presidency. Others of note included future Virginia senators Littleton Waller Tazewell,

William S. Archer, William C. Rives, Benjamin Watkins Leigh, and the distinguished linguist,

historian, author, and State Department translator Robert Greenhow. As William and Mary

students in their adolescent and teenage years, these men of promise had been nurtured and

groomed in the traditions of classical learning, republican virtue, and public service.2The man

most responsible for William and Mary’s glory days as “Alma Mater to a nation” during the

American Revolution and the first decades of the early republic was the Reverend James

Madison, Episcopal Bishop of Virginia, the college’s president for thirty-five years, and a

second cousin of the founding father of the same name. Bishop Madison was a true believer in

America’s republican virtue and its regenerative mission in a corrupt world. A believer as well in

the necessity of an “extensive republic,” the bishop admired his cousin’s contributions to the

Federalist Papers and singled out Federalist no. 10 as especially “valuable.”To see Bishop

Madison in action in the classroom and pulpit must have been a spellbinding and memorable

experience for generations of his students. The scope and virtuosity of his ideas about what lay

ahead for the United States were awe-inspiring—the new nation would be at once a republic of

virtue, beacon of liberty, moral exemplar to the world, and a divinely ordained rising empire.

Bishop Madison’s outstanding contribution to the intellectual capital of the new republic was all

the more remarkable because, as a consequence of the American Revolution, the College of

William and Mary had lost its major revenue sources, leading one historian to remark that in

the post-Revolutionary years “the institution was a financial cripple.”3Well known and much

admired by legions of his students and the network of his contemporaries serving as leaders of

state and nation, Bishop Madison’s public and patriotic reputation arguably rested upon his

1795 discourse, Manifestations of the Beneficence of Divine Providence towards America, and

his well-received and much admired eulogy to George Washington. In his Manifestations

sermon of thanksgiving and prayer, the republican clergyman exalted America’s mission to be

one of “holding an eminent rank among the nations of the earth” and linked its destiny to divine

guidance when he rhetorically asked his Christian flock, “Is there one throughout this rising

empire, who doth not trace, in the eventful history of America, the conspicuous display of the

hand of providence?” He envisioned a young and vigorous republic coming to the aid of a

decrepit Europe, and intoned that “America, as a tender and affectionate daughter, is ready,

from her exuberant breasts, to afford the milk of regeneration to her aged and oppressed



relatives.”Such florid imagery of American exceptionalism initially gained the bishop a wide, if

localized, audience of admirers. But it was the eulogy of President Washington, delivered in

Williamsburg’s Bruton Parish Church on February 22, 1800, that accorded him national

acclaim and renown. Among hundreds of eulogies that appeared in the outpouring of the

nation’s grief, Bishop Madison’s memorial address struck a responsive chord with his fellow

citizens and remained in print until 1844. George Washington had served as William and

Mary’s chancellor, an honorific post, from 1788 until his death. Although some Jeffersonians

thought Washington too closely aligned with Alexander Hamilton and therefore a betrayer of

their version of republicanism, Bishop Madison always held the first president in high esteem,

even while disagreeing with his Federalist policies. He presented Washington’s life as an

example for his students and all patriots to emulate and follow. To a reader in the twenty-first

century, Madison’s language may seem overly verbose and ornate, but it resonated with

Americans at the opening of the nineteenth century who were searching for a national identity,

hoping like the bishop that a republican people’s “sincere love of virtue” foretold “the future

glories of my country.”4Not surprisingly, the charismatic Reverend James Madison was John

Tyler’s most beloved and influential teacher during his formative years as a William and Mary

student. Whether as spiritual guide or intellectual mentor, Bishop Madison mesmerized his

impressionable young protégé with his “eminently eloquent” sermons and speeches and

“strikingly impressive” personal manner. Years later, Tyler affectionately remembered that his

old professor’s republican virtues were “indelibly impressed upon my heart and mind.” Bishop

Madison, another of his former students reflected, “was also a man of enlarged and patriotic

views, and looked beyond mere party and sectional interests to the good of the country at

large.”Little wonder that throughout his adult life John Tyler would remain one of his mentor’s

most unwavering and appreciative disciples. The bishop had served as the precocious boy’s

“second father” and in his lectures and classes inspired, just as Judge Tyler had done earlier

on the lawns of Green-way, the future president of the United States with visions of national

greatness and dreams of glory for the American republic. Bishop Madison’s fragile and wispy

dreams of national destiny and American exceptionalism were of such power and attraction

that they beguiled John Tyler until the year before his death, only then dissolving and turning to

ashes when the Union dissolved and civil war erupted.5Thomas Jefferson was in the White

House throughout young Tyler’s student days. Although we do not know for certain, it would be

reasonable to assume that Tyler and his classmates closely followed the events of the day,

including the nation’s exciting and crisis-laden foreign relations. We do know that his father

avidly followed current affairs, as did his professors at the college. Under Bishop Madison’s

tutelage, the controversy swirling around the wisdom and legality of the 1803 purchase of

Louisiana from France undoubtedly was being discussed and debated at a republican

stronghold such as William and Mary.On the national scene one voice had been clearly heard

on these issues, that of Bishop Madison’s former student and friend, Senator John Breckin-

ridge of Kentucky. During the Senate debate on whether or not to approve the purchase,

Breckinridge was true to the teachings of the William and Mary school of empire. In response

to concerns about the size of the republic, he dismissed the “old and hackneyed doctrine; that

a Republic ought not to be too extensive.” The opposite was the rule, Breckinridge avowed,

because rather than territorial expansion weakening union, “the more extensive its dominion

the more safe and more durable it will be.”6The Jeffersonians won the day. The Louisiana

Purchase agreement received Senate approval, the requisite funding from the House of

Representatives, and unqualified popular support. Relishing the victory, John Tyler Sr. wrote

Jefferson: “I congratulate you on the great acquisition of Louisiana—obtained, not by the



sword, which stabs to the heart the individual and the country for the aggrandizement of a few,

but by the peaceable and honorable means of friendly negotiation.”
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Clem, “An account of his presidency - not really a biography. Having a bucket list to read at

least one biography of every U.S. President can be a bit challenging when you get to one of the

lesser known, obscure leaders. There is an “American Presidents” series that covers all

presidents, so if you get desperate, you can turn there. ‘Desperate’ may be too harsh a word.

They’re not that bad, just a tad brief.I was happy to see that there was a ‘legitimate’ book on

John Tyler, the nation’s 10th president, but once I was into it, I realized it wasn’t, in the strictest

sense, a ‘biography’. This is one of those books about a historical figure that mainly covers a

certain portion of their life. In this case, it focuses mainly on the time when John Tyler became

president. More specifically, when he became the country’s very first ‘accidental’ president.

John Tyler had the distinction of being the very first vice-president to take over as commander-

in-chief when the current President died in office.The president who died was William Henry

Harrison who has the record of smallest tenure ever as president. He lasted one month. So

John Tyler basically gets a full term handed to him. It was interesting to read that since the

country was still rather young, no one was quite sure how the transition would occur, and even

if it would occur at all. But, as history as shown us time and time again, the good ol’ U.S. of A.

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/kyEpN/John-Tyler-the-Accidental-President-Edward-P-Crapol


always handles these incidents without too much turmoil.Sadly, John Tyler is the very first

president who I can safely say, after reading this book, that I did not like. That sentiment

seemed to be shared by many. Many have accused the author of slinging a bit too much mud,

but I found his observations to be quite balanced. He gives credit in the rare instances where

credit is due, but for the most part, we’re left not liking the man.It seems as though 75% of this

book talks about the issue of slavery. That itself shouldn’t be much of a shock since it was a

very hot issue at the time (1840). It seems as though we read about it in too much detail. Tyler

was pro-slavery. Like many pro-slavery people, he seemed to wrestle with the fact that even

though the institution could be cruel, he felt it somewhat necessary for the country to maintain

an economic advantage even at a high cost. Hindsight shows how misguided such individuals

were.Although the author treats his subject fairly, he does seem to have some limitations in his

writing. One example: He can’t seem to refer to ‘slavery’ as ‘slavery’. He refers to it again and

again and again as “The South’s peculiar institution”. I swear I must have read those four

words about 75 times within these pages. I imagine an English Teacher would have knocked

his grade down a letter for this infraction.Another example: John Tyler was a big fan of

expanding the boundaries of the United States, as were as predecessors James Madison and

James Monroe. So EVERY time the author brings up Tyler’s expansionist tendencies, he

throws the names ‘James Madison’ and ‘James Monroe’ in the sentence. Didn’t this author

have an editor?? So, yes, such infractions did become cumbersome after a while.Because

Tyler was an expansionist, he played a key pivotal role in the eventual annexation of what is

now the State of Texas. This is looked at as one of his more memorable and favorable

achievements, yet we’re led to believe that Tyler’s main motive for Texas was to, again, expand

slavery.Then we learn that Tyler has the infamous distinction of being the only ‘traitor’ in the

nation’s history several years after he left office. When the southern states seceded from the

Union that led to the Civil war in 1861, Tyler was hollering and screaming right along with them.

Although Tyler dies in 1862, he became one of the key figures in the renegade government.

Again, one must be careful when judging history. I believe, for example, that had Thomas

Jefferson been alive, he probably would have done the same thing.Since Tyler died a traitor,

much of his estate and memoirs were ransacked and burned, meaning that we don’t know as

much about the man as we probably wish. This might be the reason why the author doesn’t

provide us much about his upbringing, his romances, or anything about his personal life. This

means that this book is shorter than most, but it still should have been shorter. Again, the

author is a bit too long-winded in some areas. It also doesn’t help that the entire retrospective

is divided into only about eight chapters, which doesn’t give the reader much time to

breathe.Still, though, I learned an awful lot about the man, which leads me to conclude that

although this book had many shortcomings, I would still recommend for someone wanting to

learn about John Tyler.”

Jason A. Miller, “"We are the mediocre Presidents". An early episode of "The Simpsons" shows

Lisa's second-grade class putting on a musical revue for Presidents' Day. There's a brief song

about "The Mediocre Presidents", in which John Tyler is the first one named. The songwriter

describes them all as "Adequate, unmemorable, occasionally regrettable". But Tyler is so

much more than that -- regrettable, yes, but not unmemorable.As another reviewer below

mentions, my "bucket list" is to read about two Presidents a year, starting every July 4th.

Current political events have driven me to explore the worst Presidents, and Tyler was most

certainly that, so I began this book on July 4, 2018.The author of this book has a monumental

task, considering the President he's writing about -- he has to cover all the flaws, all the



heinous misdeeds, while still putting the President in a decent enough light to qualify as a

scholarly biography rather than as a Regnery Press-style hatchet job.The author tries to tie

Tyler in to the long tradition, early in this Republic's history, of Virginian anti-Federalist

philosopher-kings and slave-owners, along the lines of Jefferson and Madison and Monroe.

The author also tries to find areas of praise in Tyler's almost-full term: his assumption of the

Presidency, after the death of the incumbent, thus creating a Constitutional precedent that is

still followed today; and his vigorous foreign policy, which led to landmark treaties with Britain

and China (and, ultimately, Texas).However, the author does not stint on Tyler's warts,

particularly his contentious relationship with just about everybody else in the U.S. government

between 1841 and 1845; his rank hypocrisy on slavery (including the fact that he very likely

sired children with his slaves, a la Jefferson), which cannot be excused even in the context of

the era; and the way his aggressive expansionist stance is not quite reconcilable with his anti-

Federalist, pro-States' rights leanings. By 1844 Tyler was a President without a party and

without a political future; by 1861, he was actively involved in Virginian secession, and was a

Confederate Congressman-elect on the eve of his death. He was buried under a treasonous

flag with the Civil War still ongoing.Tyler is most remembered today for being called "His

Accidency", and for having grandchildren who are *still alive today* even in December 2018.

Crapol's book is a valuable work, because it explains why Tyler was simultaneously so

important and so detrimental to the American Experiment. Crapol find areas of praise and

moments of triumph (Tyler's tour of the Northeast), and moments of outright tragedy (the USS

Princeton disaster, which nearly decapitated the entire US government in one millisecond).In

sum, John Tyler: Regrettable President, dreadful man, fascinating book, fascinating cautionary

tale.”

michael Billington, “Excellent look at the life and career of the 10th President. This book is a

well written and insightful look at the first Vice-President to assume the Presidency. John Tyler

had a notable political career before becoming President, state legislator, Congressman,

Governor and Senator and briefly Vice-President. Explores Tylers attitudes towards slavery

and his belief in manifest destiny and the links between the two. A fine work on a President

who had more of an influence than is generally believed.”

The book by Edward P. Crapol has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 133 people have provided feedback.
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